
PALM CITY, FLORIDA, August 11, 2021 / DermaShower, LLC, the first of its kind transdermal 
finely filtered shower system is now available and is manufactured by pH Prescription 
Water Doctors Recommend, the national leader in finely filtered water systems for home, 
commercial, hospitality, medical, marine and RV. This is the first revolutionary 3-part filter 
and replenishing system for your shower that removes up to 99% of dangerous chemicals 
from your bathing tap water and infuses it with essential nutrients and minerals for the 
healthiest bathing experience available.

DermaShower was developed to fill a much needed and neglected area in the self-care 
market and hospitality industry for spas, guestrooms and for facilities that want to offer a 
healthy shower experience in their locker rooms.  

Brought to market after thirty years of research and groundbreaking patent-pending 
technology developed by pH Prescription Water Doctors Recommend owner/founder,  
Leo Szymborski, Dr. Nathan Bryan leading expert in the field of nitric oxide and Aida 
Aloian, global wellness entrepreneur and innovator, the DermaShower Customized  
Nutrient Infusion System is the answer to affordable total body wellness through daily 

cleansing with finely filtered water that is infused with vital nutrients and minerals to create the cleanest and most 
beneficial bathing experience on the market.

The high-grade proprietary filtering media has proven reduction of both organic and inorganic chemicals found in 
tap water. The Catalytic Carbon filter reduces chloramine, a toxic disinfectant used to treat water. The Catalytic 
Carbon and the patented KDF 55, with patent pending Vortex Blending Technology, together are proven to 
reduce up to 99% of VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds) including chlorine, which produces chloroform, highly  
toxic when inhaled. DermaShower also reduces bacteria, fungus, algae, and most heavy metals. The proprietary 
combined filtering media creates finely filtered water without toxins or chemicals through naturally derived filtering 
media—all NSF and WQA Approved.

DermaShower, designed to fit most plumbing and the aesthetics of bathroom/shower facilities, is available in four 
models—two Customizable and two Finely Filtered, all are available in two finishes, white or chrome.

DermaShower™ Customizable Hand-Held model and DermaShower™ Customizable Overhead model may be 
personalized and enhanced with innovative DermaPod™ Curated Nutrient Boosters to create a transdermal bathing 
experience unlike any other through our proprietary innovative patent pending Vortex Blending Technology, at the 
core of the filter. Similar to using popular coffee pods, simply select a DermaPod and plug it into the shower cartridge. 

Choose from three distinct DermaPod experiences. All have over 74 ionic minerals and 84 trace minerals to  
powerfully aid in cell health, energy levels and brain function. Ionic Minerals, including magnesium sulfate, generate 
billions of minute electrical impulses to assist absorption of nutrients for optimum function of brain and heart.  
Additional minerals from pure Himalayan Salt, when warmed in the shower, emit a negative charge that enriches  
the immediate area as the negatively charged ions attach to toxins neutralizing their charge during the evaporation 
process to assist with detoxifying one’s system

 Essential Elements DermaPod™ is an aroma neutral blend with all the power of ionic and trace minerals to aid in 
health and rejuvenation.
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 Energizing DermaPod™ is an invigorating blend to jump start your day with Eucalyptus essential oil, used medicinally 
since the 1800’s, assists in body aches, easy breathing and uplifting sensations

 Calming DermaPod™ is a soothing infusion of Lavender essential oil, used since ancient Egyptian times, imparts 
restorative and stress-reducing sensations and aid with mood, sleep and relaxation.

If you wouldn’t drink it, why would you bathe in it?
Just taking a shower is not enough. It’s important to ensure that the shower water you are using is actually safe. 
Unfortunately, many people only care about the water they drink not realizing that showering with unfiltered water 
could be many times more dangerous.  

In an analysis of 20 million tap water quality tests performed by the EWG (Environmental Working Group) more 
than 316 contaminants were found in U.S. water, including the toxic rocket fuel component perchlorate, the industrial 
solvent acetone, the weed killer metolachlor, the refrigerant Freon and radon, a highly radioactive gas. EWG also found 
pesticides and fertilizers, animal waste, factory discharges and byproducts of water treatments. 

DermaShower reduces up to 99% of chemical impurities in your bathing tap water and contributes to respiratory  
wellness, and healthier, smoother skin.  Bathing with DermaShower improves hair health and skin, making it smooth, 
well-toned and younger looking by protecting against chemical irritation.

ABOUT THE MANUFACTURER:
pH PRESCRIPTION Water Doctors Recommend: The company is family owned and operated, founded in 2005 and headquartered 
in Palm City, Florida, endorsed by leading medical doctors, and has become the leader in finely filtered water, through purification 
and re-mineralizing while infusing molecular hydrogen into water through innovative science and patented technology, naturally 
based without chemicals or electricity. Growing from local South-East Florida to now serving all 50 states and a number of 
international locations, pH Prescription supplies homes, medical facilities, offices, condominiums/ high rise buildings, spas, salons, 
marine vehicles, RVs and manufacturing operations with sophisticated water filtration systems. 

ABOUT THE INNOVATORS:
Leo Szymborski, Owner/Founder, pH Prescriptions and co-owner of DermaShower, is an internationally recognized expert in 
water filtration and purification technology. He is a third-generation plumber and pipefitter whose journey that led him to 
create pH Prescription is one of frustration, loss and deadly illness but is also one of inspiration, hope and healing, on his terms.  
Date of his first book launch is Fall 2021.

Dr. Nathan Bryan, PhD., an international leader in molecular medicine and nitric oxide biochemistry, earned his undergraduate 
Bachelor of Science degree in Biochemistry from the University of Texas at Austin and his doctoral degree from Louisiana State 
University School of Medicine. He holds over a dozen issued US and International patents, is a successful entrepreneur as founder  
of HumanN® and  published a number of highly cited papers and has authored or edited 5 books. 

Aida Aloian is a global entrepreneur and innovator.  She co-founded DermaShower and has an extensive background in start-ups  
as well as the launch of new products and concepts in the health, wellness and beauty industries. 

CONTACT: Alison Howland
EMAIL:  alison@phprescription.com
(C) 612-819-1642  •  (O) 772-220-8978
For more information, visit www.dermashower.com

DermaShower comes in four models:

DermaShower Customizable with DermaPod Hand-Held model ................$199.00 

DermaShower Customizable with DermaPod Overhead model ...................$179.00

DermaShower Hand-Held model .............................................................................$159.00

DermaShower Overhead Model ...............................................................................$139.00

DermaPod Curated Nutrient Booster (12 pack) .................................................... $14.95


